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In previous work, we proposed an approach called
the Structural Difference Method (SDM) to correlating
the anatomy of Homo sapiens with selected species 1,
using the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) 2,3 as
a framework and graph matching as a method, for de-
termining similarities and differences between species.
In this paper, we present the design of a comparative
anatomy information system that utilizes the SDM and
allows users to issue queries to determine the similar-
ities and differences between two species. Our system
will serve as a pilot project for cross-species anatomi-
cal information collection, storage, and retrieval. The
underlying data structure of a mapping, and the syn-
tax and semantics of the system’s query language, are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this work is to build a comparative
anatomy information system to which users can pose
queries about the similarities and differences between
two species. In our prior work 1 we have developed
an approach called the Structural Difference Method
(SDM), in which each species is represented by an at-
tributed graph, and graph matching is used to deter-
mine the similarities and differences. Using the Foun-
dational Model of Anatomy (FMA) for humans 2,3 as
our framework, we have developed a partial mouse
anatomy ontology (MAO) that can be used for com-
parisons. To compare two species, a mapping be-
tween them must be constructed and represented as
a computer data structure. Since both the FMA and
the MAO are implemented in the Protégé 2000 frame-
based knowledge system, we have designed the map-
pings between mouse and human as Protégé classes
that can link the two ontologies and provide a resource
for a query system.

The information system proposed in this paper will
accept queries posed by the user about similarities and
differences in human and mouse anatomy. The im-
plementation of the pilot version of the comparative
anatomy system will be a single database of mappings,
from which the query engine will access and return a
result set.

The proposed graphical user interface for the ap-
plication is shown in Figure 1. The system is cur-
rently under development, so this proposed interface is
a mockup, but serves to illustrate the kinds of queries
supported by the system. Because the user interface

is designed to conform to our syntax (described be-
low), the user is not required to remember the syntax
of the different queries—rather, she can form a query
by selecting choices which serve to specify the form
of the query. The Mapping direction, From structure,
To structure, and Query fields are options selected by
the user to specify the information requested from the
database, and the Mapping results box is where the ap-
plication displays the results of the processed query.
For example, if the user wanted to ask “How does the
human lung differ from the mouse lung?”, she would
select Mapping direction: Human 
 �� Mouse, From
structure: Lung, To structure: Lung, Query: differs-
from, and then she would click the Submit button. The
results would appear in the Mapping results box, and
would include such information as the human left lung
has 2 lobes while the mouse left lung has only 1, the
human right lung has 3 lobes while the mouse right
lung has 4, and so forth.

Figure 1: Proposed graphical user interface for com-
parative anatomy application.

The Mapping direction list box specifies which
species is the source and which is the target of the map-
ping, thus permitting unidirectional as well as bidirec-
tional queries. The + sign by the structure names in-
dicate that a hierarchy can be expanded, and it is by
selecting a class in the hierarchy that the granularity



of the comparison is specified. We expand the hierar-
chy initially along the part-of links, rather than is-a, as
our experience shows that use of the partonomy is the
most intuitive way for bio-researchers to think about
anatomy. Additionally, use of the partonomy is con-
sistent with the JAX mouse anatomy ontology 4.

The Query radio buttons allow the user to select a
query relationship, which will use the specified struc-
tures as arguments. Once a query relationship has been
specified, the user can proceed by clicking the Submit
button, or she can click the Clear button to reset the
selections and start over again.

When a query has been submitted, the mapping re-
sult set—i.e., a set of descriptions of similarities and
differences for that structure across those species, as
calculated by the SDM—is returned by the application
in the Mapping results box. The results of the query
can be saved by clicking the Save button, or printed by
clicking the Print button.

The anatomical mapping data structure and the syn-
tax and semantics of the system’s query language are
particularly significant, and will be discussed in more
detail below.

ANATOMICAL MAPPING

Mappings are the data structure at the heart of the
proposed information system. In order to be able
to create a mapping of anatomical structures across
species, the structures must be formally represented
in a way that supports the mapping. In earlier work,
it has been demonstrated that the Foundational Model
of Anatomy (FMA) describes multiple directed acyclic
graphs (DAG)5, and so, in order to create the map-
pings, we develop the appropriate graphs, one for the
human structure, and one for the mouse structure. In
these graphs, the nodes represent anatomical entities,
and the edges represent the structures among those en-
tities. This representation is consistent with the one
used by Hayamizu’s Adult Mouse Anatomical Dictio-
nary6, as well, so we expect to be able to extend this
system to other ontologies.

A Mapping, then, is a correspondence between a
structure in the source species and a structure in the tar-
get species. As developed in Travillian 2003, there are
two main kinds of mappings: Node mappings and
Edge mappings, corresponding to the components
of the directed graph described by the FMA. The struc-
tures which are mapped across species are selected on
the basis of homology (evolutionary relatedness); ho-
moplasy (similarity of appearance) and analogy (simi-
larity of function) are not considered in creating map-
pings.

At a conceptual level, a Mapping across Species
between Anatomical structures can be rep-
resented as in Figure 2, which shows Mappings

between the human and mouse Prostates at the
Organ level. Note that the graph is a composite
of the is-a and has-member graphs; these relation-
ships were selected to emphasize differences, as the
mouse and human prostates differ in some important
and non-intuitive ways which are demonstrated effi-
ciently in the is-a hierarchy. The fact that the mouse
has five prostates, where the human has one, and that
homologies between the mouse organs and the parts
of the human organ have not been definitively estab-
lished, represents important considerations in compar-
ative medicine. Since different pathologies or resis-
tance to pathology (prostatic carcinoma, benign pro-
static hyperplasia, or no disease) arise in different parts
of the human prostate, and since those parts and their
pathologies correlate to the embryonic origin of the
structures, the importance of establishing those ho-
mologies to draw the Mappings is clear.

The edges of the graph in green represent isomor-
phisms, or anatomical identity: one-to-one, onto, and
structure-preserving. For example, the anatomical ab-
straction Lobular organ in the mouse is isomor-
phic to the Lobular organ in the human. The
edges of the graph in blue represent non-isomorphic
matches. For example, there is a 5:1 mapping between
the five different mouse prostate organs and the sin-
gle human prostate. The edges in red represent null
mappings. For example, there is no corresponding
Set of human prostates to map to the Set
of mouse prostates, so that constitutes a null
mapping. A single mapping can answer a query such
as “What is the structure in the human that corresponds
to the liver in the mouse?”.

A unidirectional comparison consists of a hierarchy
of Mappings. A root for the mapping, and the depth
to which the comparison is to be pursued, are chosen,
and all the mappings for structures in the hierarchy be-
ginning at the root and proceeding to the chosen depth,
make up the unidirectional comparison. A unidirec-
tional comparison can thus answer a query such as
“What are the structures in the mouse mammary gland
that are missing in the human mammary gland?”. A
cross-species, or bidirectional, comparison consists of
two complementary unidirectional comparisons.

To implement this functionality, the underlying
Mapping data structure contains pointers in both di-
rections between species: i.e., the human can be ei-
ther the source or the target species, as can the mouse.
Both directions are necessary for a complete answer
to queries on similarities and differences between
species, as, from the user’s point of view, the answer
returned to the query “what is the difference between
the human and mouse prostates?” should be the same
as the answer returned to the query “what is the differ-
ence between the mouse and human prostates?”. This



Figure 2: Conceptual mapping between the human and
mouse prostates.

data structure provides that consistency of response,
yet at the same time allows a more refined query to re-
turn a more granular answer, depending on the level of
detail the user wishes to specify. Although the usual
query will be bidirectional, there will be users who
want information in one direction only. For example,
a user may want to know what prostatic lobe in the hu-
man is homologous to the murine dorsal prostate. This
structure will be able to accommodate those queries as
well.

The FMA is implemented in Protégé 2000 7. Fol-
lowing the suggestion of Bernstein and Pottinger 8 that
mappings should be first-class objects, we have im-
plemented mappings as Protégé classes. Mappings
are implemented in Protégé in the following man-
ner: the Protégé template slots for Mapping are
the two Species being compared (as in Figure 3),
and the two corresponding Anatomical struc-
tures. Species names are required to always be sin-
gle; Anatomical structures can be 1 or more
in a particular Species. Cardinality speci-
fies whether the correspondence is 1:null, null:1, 1:1,
1:many, many:1, many:many, many:null, or null:many.

The slots for Node mapping are inherited ver-
batim from the Mapping class; Edge mappings

Figure 3: Mapping templates. The Edge mapping
template has the same slots as the Node mapping
template, plus the additional Relationship slot.

have the additional slot Relationship to de-
scribe which relationship is being compared across
Species for the given Anatomical structures. These
examples demonstrate the definitions for the different
kinds of Mappings. A Cross-species com-
parison is made up of all the Mappings of the
Anatomical structure at the level under com-
parison. We propose to use these structures to re-
turn answers to anatomical queries about similarities
and differences between these structures–the Map-
ping contains the information about similarity and
differences of particular discrete structures, and the
Cross-species comparison provides the con-
text (hierarchy) for those structures in relation to other
anatomical structures.

QUERIES

For the purpose of defining this comparative anatomy
information system, it is useful to draw a distinction
between different kinds of queries, based on how many
models the system handles at a time. These classifi-
cations will specify what types of queries our system
handles, and what is outside its scope. We define the
classification of a query as follows:

Single-species queries hold for species models
taken one at a time. For example, in the human,
the Heart is inside the Thoracic cavity, so the
query “what is the relationship between Heart and
Thoracic cavity [implied: in the human]?” is a
single-species query. Note that a single-species query
can be simple or compound; the classification of the
query refers to the number of species models partic-
ipating in the query, NOT to the complexity of the
query. Single-species queries currently can be the ba-
sis of queries in the FMA using the Emily graphical
user interface9, and involve existence, location, con-
nectivity, and similar features of anatomical structures.

Two-species queries hold for species models taken
two at a time, and are the basis of what is unique



about our proposed system. They involve compar-
isons between anatomical structures across two differ-
ent species, such as “how is the human prostate dif-
ferent from the mouse prostate?”. Two-species queries
involve similarity, difference, homology, identity, and
synonymy of anatomical structures in two different
species, as described below. While the concepts of ho-
mology, identity, and synonymy overlap to some de-
gree in natural language, the syntax below suffices to
deal with them at the level of the users’ needs. Higher-
degree queries represent future work, and will explic-
itly not be treated in this specification. We propose to
develop the syntax for two-species queries, as follows.

Syntax
The following syntax represents a textual abstraction
of our allowable cross-species queries.

<query>::=<concept><SDM relationship>
<concept>

<concept>::=<species><anatomical
entity> | <unknown> |

<result set>
<SDM relationship>::= differs-from |

similar-to | union | shared |
not-shared | is-different? |
is-homologous?

We propose to use this syntax as the basis for queries
and responses about anatomical similarities and differ-
ences between the human and the mouse. This no-
tation represents an abstraction of the basis for the
queries and responses; there will be a low-level syntax
that is used by the system for accessing and returning
information, as well as a higher-level graphical user
interface for the users of the system.

Semantics
While the details remain to be determined, some of the
semantics of the query language are already emerging
from the information gathered to date. Queries will be
of two major types, set and Boolean. Set queries will
return result sets, such as the set of shared mappings
between two species for a structure at a given level of
granularity. Boolean-type queries will, for example,
return T or F when the user queries whether structures
in two different species map to each other. The seman-
tics of the proposed operators are as follows.
Set queries: The set query operators are differs-from,
similar-to, shared, not-shared, and union.

� species1.anatomical-entity1 differs-from
species2.anatomical-entity2 returns the differ-
ence between anatomical-entity1 in species1 and
anatomical-entity2 in species2. If anatomical-
entity1 and anatomical-entity2 are isomorphic, it
will return null.

� species1.anatomical-entity1 similar-to
species2.anatomical-entity2 returns the comple-
ment of the set returned by (species1.anatomical-
entity1 differs-from species2.anatomical-
entity2), which is all of the similarities
between species1.anatomical-entity1 and
species2.anatomical-entity2.

� species1 shared species2 returns the set of non-
null mappings between anatomical entities of
species1 and those of species2.

� species1 not-shared species2 returns the set of
null mappings between anatomical entities of
species1 and those of species2. In other words,
it is the inverse operation of shared.

� species1 union species2 returns the set of all (null
as well as non-null) mappings between anatomi-
cal entities of species1 and those of species2.

Boolean queries: The Boolean query operators are is-
different? and is-homologous?.

� species1.anatomical-entity1 is-different?
species2.anatomical-entity2 returns T if
species1. anatomical-entity1 does not map
to species2.anatomical-entity2, and F if the two
anatomical entities do map to each other.

� species1.anatomical-entity1 is-homologous?
species2.anatomical-entity2 returns F if
species1.anatomical-entity1 does not map to
species2.anatomical-entity2, and T if the two
anatomical entities do map to each other. In other
words, it is the inverse operation of is-different?.

These Boolean and set query operators suffice to
deal with the questions of similarity and difference that
a user would ask the system about the comparisons be-
tween mouse and human anatomy, and this aim serves
to provide the structure (syntactic and semantic) for
those operators.

CONCLUSION

Many contemporary observers 10,11 have remarked
upon the increasing need for extrapolating informa-
tion from one species to another, which has been
highlighted by contemporary research in bioinformat-
ics, genomics, proteomics, and animal models of hu-
man disease, as well as other fields. The amount of
anatomical and associated medical information emerg-
ing from animal modeling in comparative medicine
and comparative genomics is increasing at an expo-
nential rate, calling for innovative techniques in evalu-
ating, organizing, and managing that information for
researchers and clinicians. In addition, the increas-
ingly interdisciplinary nature of medical research has



greatly increased the base of users, and the correspond-
ing need, for such an information system. Therefore,
in addition to rigorous attention to the quality of the
anatomical information involved, such a system must
be flexible and extensible enough to accommodate dif-
ferent information views, depending on the needs of
the user—whether a bench scientist, a clinician, or a
student.

In order to successfully manage this information,
a systematic, principled way of correlating anatomi-
cal information across species is needed. Because the
FMA has the necessary qualities to serve as the basis
for a sound and complete pan-vertebrate metamodel,
we base our information system on FMA models of
the human and of the mouse.

In this paper, we propose a pilot comparative
anatomy information system to meet this need. Our
proposed information system builds on our previous
work in correlating the anatomy of Homo sapiens
with selected species, using the Foundational Model of
Anatomy (FMA) as a framework, and graph matching
as a method. It will be able to answer queries regard-
ing cross-species similarities and differences in struc-
tural phenotypes, and it addresses important scientific
questions in both medical informatics and comparative
anatomy.

In informatics, the problem of ontology alignment
has been a promising research area for decades, yet
the inherent complexity of comparing such different
anatomical data at so many levels of resolution for so
many species poses a challenge far greater than the
domain of most ontology alignments, and carries the
promise of developing techniques and tools that can
be applied to genomics ontology alignment problems,
taken as another level of anatomical complexity. As
well, in comparative anatomy, the structure and orga-
nization of massive amounts of anatomical data in one
resource will serve multiple purposes of making infor-
mation accessible and visualizable in different views
for different users with different information needs, as
well as for identifying gaps and inconsistencies in the
scientific literature to facilitate future research. We hy-
pothesize that our system will prove to be an initial
step toward meeting these needs.
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